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Greetings Midwest Region CSA Members! 
 

I was honored to serve the Midwest Region as President from Columbus in 2012 through Minneapolis 
in 2014.  During my tenure, our association continued to remain an important point of connection 
with like-minded professionals and friends.  We were able to increase funding for the Student Travel 
Award to provide support for both the Regional and National Symposia.  We created a Membership 
Committee with a team of Board Members who reach out to lapsed and former members.  Finally, we 
expanded the position of Vice President to plan and oversee Regional meet-ups and other mini-
meetings and member events.   

 

A heartfelt thank you to Jean Parsons and Gayle Strege who patiently answered questions and 
provided wise guidance.  Thanks to the fantastic efforts of the Officers and Board Members as well as 
those who effectively manage our awards, such as Ann Braaten with the Otto Thieme Internship, 
Carmen Keist with the Student Travel Award, and Trish Cunningham/Irene Romaniw with the Beth 
Dunlap Award.  I leave this post in the very capable hands of Barb Trout, who I am sure will take the 
Region to new heights, including a fantastic National Symposium in Cleveland in 2016.  Onward!   

-Catherine  HTTP://WWW.FASHIONSCHOOL.KENT.EDU/PROFILES/~CLESLIE1/ 

 

http://www.fashionschool.kent.edu/profiles/~cleslie1/
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Just having been appointed president, I am learning the duties and am late in saying I am proud to 
fulfill this office, even the wearing of the hat. Congratulations to Marilyn DeLong and her committee 
for all their efforts that contributed to a great fall symposium in Minneapolis.  Eighteen papers were 
presented that expanded our thinking on “Dressing for the Occasion”. Visits to the James Hill House, 
the Guthrie theatre, the Textile Center, the Minnesota History Center as well as viewing holdings 
from the Goldstein Museum of Design were highlights that contributed to the success meeting.  
 
Marilyn reported that the silent auction took in $503.00. Again, this fund raising event proves to be 
productive; thanks to buyers, sellers and organizers.  Leslie Bellias is busy organizing the 2015 
Symposium to be held in Madison, Wisconsin on Oct. 22-24, 2015. This next year will prove to be a 
busy one for Midwest Region. Gayle Strege is Chair of the 2016 National Symposium and already 
diligently making plans. Welcome also to the new board members. 
 
I am busy traveling this semester and will end the semester with attending a workshop in Paris, and 
visiting the clothing vendors and young designers in London’s busy open markets. If you have time 
and are traveling through Kansas City this fall plan to visit the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art to view 
the exhibit “The Plains Indians Artists of Earth and Sky” Through JAN 11, 2015. Organized by the 
musee du quai Branly in Paris, many of the artifacts are in the U. S.  for only a brief period of time 
making  this is a real opportunity.   
 
Look forward to working with all of you and seeing you in San Antonio, Texas. 
Barbara Trout 

btrout1@unl.edu 
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CSA Midwest Regional Board 2014-2015 
 

President: Barb Trout [btrout1@unl.edu] 
Past President: Catherine Amoroso Leslie [cleslie1@kent.edu] 

Vice President: Caroline Bellios [cbellios@saic.edu] 
Secretary: Marlise Schoeny [schoeny.6@osu.edu] 

Tresurer: Cynthia Amnéus [cynthia.amneus@cincyart.org] 
 
 
 
 

 
Class of 2017: 

Carmen Keist [CN-Keist@wiu.edu] 
Leslie Littell [littell@oakland.edu] 

Michael Mamp [mamp1me@cmich.edu] 
 

Class of 2016: 
Marlise Schoeny [schoeny.6@osu.edu] 

Suzanne LeSar [slesar@iastate.edu] 
Caitlin Cohn [cohnx037@umn.edu] 

 
Class of 2015: 

Gayle Strege [strege.2@osu.edu] 
Leslie Bellais [Leslie.Bellais@wisconsinhistory.org] 

Susan Neill [susan.neill.01@gmail.com] 
 

Historian: Trish Cunningham [cunningham.190@osu.edu] 
Membership: Suzanne LeSar [slesar@iastate.edu] 

Newsletter and Website Manager: Petra Slinkard [petra.slinkard@gmail.com] 
Otto Thieme Internship Chair: Ann Braaten [Ann.Braaten@ndsu.edu] 

Student Travel Grant: Carmen Keist 
Beth Dunlap Award: Irene Romaniw [i_romaniw@yahoo.ca] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:btrout1@unl.edu
mailto:cleslie1@kent.edu
https://mail.umsystem.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=02bb854e1aa64509ab8429e75f247209&URL=mailto%3acbellios%40saic.edu
https://bl2prd0811.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=pRFfXz_OlE-sjcYaTGH7DkaJFkKtF9AIkQSQPL51tHW2YZTB7KxMh00POk5at2la6H1SitnWqyI.&URL=mailto%3acynthia.amneus%40cincyart.org
mailto:strege.2@osu.edu
mailto:Leslie.Bellais@wisconsinhistory.org
mailto:susan.neill.01@gmail.com
mailto:cunningham.190@osu.edu
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Uncommon Beauty 
 

Chicago, Illinois, September 20–21, 2013 
Hosted by the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Fashion Resource Center  

& Columbia College 
 
 

The Midwest Region of the Costume Society of America Symposium hosted by SAIC's Fashion 
Resource Center showcased presentations on "Uncommon Beauty," topics that emerged from seeing 
beauty with an open mind and an open eye. Papers and interactive Ideas Theatre presentations 
included inquiry into the urban, the "fringe," the utilitarian, the ethnic, the diverse, the modern, and 
the very individual. Events included visits to two major costume exhibitions with insight from their 
curators and behind the scenes looks at two hands-on university study collections in our world class 
city.  
 
The conference in Chicago saw 78 attendees with members from the region as well as people from 
Maryland, Georgia, Virginia, New York, and Boston/DC.  
 
The silent auction raised $756 to be used to support the recipient of the Otto Thieme Internship 
Scholarship winner. 

 
 

Congratulations! 
Caroline, MichelLynn, Gillian,  

Susan & Jacqueline 
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Dressing for the Occasion 

Minneapolis / Saint Paul, MN September 26-27,2014 
Hosted by: University of Minnesota 

 

 
 

The Midwestern Region had a wonderful Symposium titled “Dressing for the Occasion” in Minneapolis 
/ St Paul, MN the weekend of September 26, 2014.   
 
 Marilyn DeLong along with other local members hosted 58 attendees.   
 
 
Highlights included eighteen juried presentations, a report by Otto Thieme Internship Awardee, Emily 
Cokeley, of Iowa State University and an armchair tour of the exhibition Alexey Brodovitch – Art 
Director: Transformation of the American Fashion Magazine  by Curator, Curt Lund. Friday also saw 
members treated to behind the scenes tours of the Textile Center and Minnesota History Center as 
well as the Goldstein fashion collection.  The day finished with a fashion show of ecofriendly and 
sustainable clothing, the annual meeting and finally the presentation of the 2014 Beth Dunlap Award 
to Sally Helvenston Gray.  
 
Saturday started with concurrent sessions boasting a range of topics from The Modern Woman and 
the Occasion of Work, Forbidden Fur, Sumptuary Laws & Seizures to Fashion Spaces and Presenting in 
the Virtual Classroom. Members were then treated to tours of the James J. Hill House and the 
Guthrie Costume Shop. Three student members shared the Travel Grant to attend the Symposium: 
Ashley Garrin, Sara Jablon, and Molly McPherson. 

 
 
 

http://scholars.opb.msu.edu/expert.asp?u_id=1091
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The Beth Dunlap Award is presented at the regional Fall Symposium. The Beth Dunlap Award is 
offered to a person who has made contributions worthy of the highest commendation and the 
achievements will have continued importance. Qualifications for nomination should include: 
governance involvement, scholarly contribution, long term regional support and/or service as a 
mentor. 

 

Elizabeth Jachimowicz, 2013 
 

“Receiving the Beth Dunlap award was an honor that put me in a reflective mood.  One of Beth's 
attributes was the generosity with which she shared her knowledge and love of costume with others, 
opening her extensive archive to novice and scholar alike.  To receive the award named in her honor 
made me consider that generosity of spirit.  Each of us contributes to the costume field through our 
individual strengths and circumstances, improving knowledge and nourishing scholarship in myriad 
ways.  Succeeding generations of costume historians have enriched the field according to the 
perspectives and understanding of their time, leaving a legacy on which to build and, on occasion, one 
that bears reexamining.  Awards acknowledge individuals' contributions, but to me, the legacy of an 
award should be that it serves as a stimulus for others to move costume scholarship forward.  This I 
believe to be Beth Dunlap's legacy and it is certainly what I would hope to see as my contribution----
that the history of costume, in all its aspects, be further and more deeply explored and that that 
knowledge be shared with a wide audience.  After all, dress remains an ever popular subject.” 
 
 – E.J.  January, 2013 
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Sally Helvenston-Gray, 2014 
 

 
 

(excerpt from letter of nomination) 
 
Sally has been a member of Costume Society of America since 1975, has served the society in 
leadership positions at the national and regional level. Sally just recently stepped down from her 
position as president of the national CSA as well as Editor of Dress. Sally's many contributions to the 
leadership of the Midwestern Region include membership on the board of directors, the presidency 
and various committees, almost too many to mention. She continues to attend the region's meetings 
and involves students in scholarly presentations.  
 
Sally's scholarly contributions have appeared in numerous published articles, conference paper 
presentations, a book chapter, and several museum exhibitions. She is considered an expert on 
everyday dress in the nineteenth century and the interpretation of nineteenth century women’s dress 
as social history. She has investigated a variety of topics, including frontier dress, nineteenth century 
apparel patents, plain sewing samplers, women’s cycling attire, work apparel, and functionality in 
nineteenth century women’s dress. Sally's now 39 years of membership and involvement speak loudly 
for her commitment to our society and discipline. She never fails to support the society, including 
regular attendance at symposia.  
 
Sally's service is clear in her encouragement of students to join the Costume Society and present their 
research at conferences. She also has them take an active part in helping with symposia. She has 
always mentored new members to the region. 
 

Sally Helvenston Gray is very deserving of the Beth Dunlap Award. 
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Dear Colleagues, 

We are happy to announce that our Debut Issue of Fashion Style & Popular Culture has been officially 

launched. This issue features fashion scholarship, an interview, exhibition reviews, book reviews, as 

well as performance reviews.  It reflects an attitude of freshness, flair for the unique and yet high 

quality works in peer-reviewed research moving us forward in the discipline.  At this time, we wish to 

personally thank all contributors, because of you we are a success and have been well-received.   

It is currently in hard copy in the United Kingdom (coming soon internationally) and available to you 

for free electronically 

here: FSPC:  http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/intellect/fspc/2013/00000001/00000001. 

Intellect will be distributing hard copies accordingly.  Please alert your universities.  

We are already working on our second issue which will be focused on Social Responsibility and move 

into our third issue that is shaping up wonderfully and will feature many new scholars to the Fashion, 

Style and Popular Culture arena. We have special issues coming next year on Museum 

Curation, Music and Latin Style in 2015! 

Also, this year, we are happy to announce the journal will have a supplemental book publication 

edited by Gjoko Muratovski from Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand; Veronica Manlow 

of Brooklyn College, New York; Joseph H. Hancock, II from Drexel University, Philadelphia; and Anne 

Peirson-Smith from City University of Hong Kong on Fashion Branding that is scheduled to release July 

2014.  

We wish you all a wonderful Fall or Spring Season (depending on your location the world)! 

Sincerely, 

Joe Hancock, Editor, Drexel University 

Vicki Karaminas, Editor, University of Technology, Sydney 

 

 

 

https://email.osu.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=6bwegummN0W9xdzLmPAnZwz9P1CNmNAIsPRblrHBoXeWElusAtAqE3JdDpll_mY5gpryWVd2S24.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ingentaconnect.com%2fcontent%2fintellect%2ffspc%2f2013%2f00000001%2f00000001
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FASHION, SEX & POWER 

Topics include but are not limited to: 
- Role of fashion in expressions of sexual agency in the Millennium 

- Intersection of race, beauty, sexuality and empowerment 
- Fashion and modesty in a cultural or generational setting 
- Male and female power and sex in fashion 
- Fashionable appearances in public and private spaces 
- Politics of gender identity labeling and fashion 

- Self-objectification and empowerment 

- Sex education for the 21st century 

- Sexual agency, identify and fashion 

 
Abstracts due: January 5, 2015 
Submit an abstract of 250 words (one page, 12 pt. font with one inch margins) Title centered at the top 
and not author information. Include a separate cover page with author and contact information. Send 
abstract and cover page by January 5, 2015 to Marilyn Delong (mdelong@umn.edu)  
Full details: Eicher Symposium II website: design.umn.edu/symposium 

 
2016 Symposium 

FASHION AND…THE BODY 
April 29-30, 2016 St. Paul Minnesota 
Topics include but are not limited to: 

- Fashion and body image 
- Fashion and the ageing body 
- Fashion and well-being (health) 

- Fashion’s impact on the body (Health, well-being) 
- The use of the body to market fashion 
- Producing fashion: Its impact on the body (i.e. health in the fashion workplace) 
- Fashion and body art 
- Body as canvas 

- Undressing the body 
- Functional design 

- Modesty and the body 
- Fat talk and consumption 
- Body modifications 

- Fashion and protecting the body 

 
Symposium formats include: poster sessions, design work, concurrent design/research/teaching 

presentations and panel sessions. Panel or collaborative presentations are encouraged. 
Proposed submissions due: January 8, 2016  

Contact Kim K. P. Johnson kjohnson@umn.edu for more information 

mailto:mdelong@umn.edu
mailto:kjohnson@umn.edu
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CSA website is under construction 
We are excited to announce that CSA is in the process of updating the website. 
Now is an excellent time to send in updated information regarding your 
institution’s contact information, web address, staff and/or exhibitions 
announcements 

Please send all updates to petra.slinkard@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Next Midwest Annual Meeting and Symposium is set 
for October 22-24, 2015 in Madison Wisconsin 

∞∞∞∞ 

 

 

mailto:petra.slinkard@gmail.com
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Our region is hosting the  

2016 National CSA symposium in Cleveland Ohio. 

We will need all hands on deck.  

If you are interested in volunteering, please contact  

Regional Vice President, Caroline Bellios 

cbellios@saic.edu 
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Exhibitions & Events 
ILLINOIS               

INSPIRING BEAUTY: 50 YEARS OF EBONY FASHION FAIR – On tour now through 2017 

 
 

Chicago History Museum – 1601 N. Clark St. Chicago, IL 

www.chicagohistorymuseum.org 

 
The Ebony Fashion Fair began in 1958, and over the next 50 years the traveling fashion show 
blossomed into an American institution that raised millions for charity and helped Johnson Publishing 
Company reach audiences. Inspiring Beauty: 50 Years of Ebony Fashion Fair recreates the experience 
of the Ebony Fashion Fair through the story of Mrs. Johnson and more than 60 garments from icons of 
the fashion industry such as Yves St. Laurent, Oscar de la Renta, Pierre Cardin, Emanuel Ungaro, 
Christian Lacroix, and Patrick Kelly among others. 

ON TOUR NOW 

October 18, 2014–January 4, 2015   Museum of Design Atlanta Atlanta, Georgia 

January 28–May 3, 2015   Milwaukee Art Museum Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

May 22–August 16, 2015   Minnesota History Center St. Paul, Minnesota 

September 18, 2015–January 3, 2016 Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History 

Detroit, Michigan 

January 30–April 24, 2016 Memorial Art Gallery of the University of Rochester 

Rochester, New York 

May 20–August 12, 2016   Bellevue Arts Museum  Bellevue, Washington 

 

http://www.chicagohistorymuseum.org/
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Chicago History Museum – 1601 N. Clark St. Chicago, IL 

 

Chicago Styled: Fashioning The Magnificent Mile ® 
November 15, 2014–August 16, 2015 

Chicago Styled features more than twenty ensembles from the Museum’s costume collection to tell 
the story of the growth of this landmark district. The garments hail from a wide range of retailers: 
independent boutiques; high-end designer shops; and luxury department stores. The clothes and the 
buildings on the Mag Mile were considered cutting-edge and innovative and had a symbiotic 
relationship. As more upscale retailers flocked to the area, developers built impressive structures fit 
to house them—the John Hancock Center was the area’s first example of a large-scale, mixed-use 
building, and Water Tower Place was one of the nation’s first and largest vertical malls. 

Set against a shifting cityscape, pieces by noted designers such as Norman Norell, Adolfo, Christian 
Lacroix, Yohji Yamamoto, and Chanel evoke memories of the Mag Mile and the stylish people who 
shopped there. 

www.chicagostyledfashion.com 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.chicagostyledfashion.com/
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IOWA               

C.Y. Stephens Auditorium Curtain Conservation 

 

In the autumn of 2013, Iowa State initiated an ambitious textile conservation project to bring the 

main theater curtain in C.Y. Stephens Auditorium back to life.  The conservation of the curtain began 

last August 2013 and the project concluded in May of 2014. The first two months of the project were 

devoted to repairing the back lining of the curtain and the remaining seven months of the project 

were devoted to cleaning and repairing the front art tapestry. Conservation was largely carried out by 

Kate Greder, Textile Conservation Fellow with University Museums under the oversight of Beth 

McLaughlin, Senior Conservator from the Midwest Art Conservation Center in Minneapolis, MN.  Iowa 

State students Amy Lowery and Claire Kruesel also assisted with conservation efforts throughout the 

duration of the project.  The nine month project included research about the tapestry, the Kawashima 

Textile Mill in Kyoto where it was loomed, and the donors— J.W. “Bill” and Dorothy Fisher, formerly 

of Marshalltown, Iowa.  When the newly constructed C.Y. Stephens Auditorium opened in September 

1969 with an unprecedented five-night concert series by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, the 

moment heralded a new era in the fine arts for Iowa State University, the state of Iowa, and indeed 

the Midwest. Iowans came out in black tie and taffeta to mark the auspicious opening of the majestic 

auditorium, which in 2004 earned the honor “Building of the Century” from the Iowa Chapter of the 

American Institute of Architects. 
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C.Y. Stephens Auditorium had been conceived as the crown jewel of the Iowa State Center and a vital 

focal point for the arts at Iowa State, so it was fitting that the stage curtain be as reflective of this 

Midwestern cultural renaissance as the building itself. Iowa natives and Iowa State alumni J.W. “Bill” 

and Dorothy Fisher, lead donors for the construction of Fisher Theater, commissioned the Kawashima 

Textile Mills in Kyoto, Japan, to weave the 80-by35-foot curtain on what was then the largest loom in 

the world. Designed by the artist and sculptor Mukai Ryokichi, the curtain – a true work of art – was 

named Giniro-no-kigou translated as Silver Code. Largely an expression of abstract symbolism, Silver 

Code expresses the sciences and technology at Iowa State. 

 

After 45 years and more than 3,500 curtain calls, this magnificent work of art was in urgent need of 

conservation and repair. Work had already begun, with textile conservators undertaking several life-

saving measures. The remaining months of the project were devoted to cleaning and repairing the 

face of the curtain by conservation fellow Kate Greder, a meticulous process that was completed by 

hand. The construction of the Iowa State Center from 1966 to 1975, and especially that of C.Y. 

Stephens Auditorium, was a turning point for Iowa State University. President James Hilton’s vision 

was to transform Iowa State, both intellectually and physically, from its historical roots in agriculture 

and engineering to encompass the fine arts of human attainment as expressed in arts and education. 

This legacy is manifest in Silver Code. Iowa State is fortunate to have a tapestry of this magnitude.  

 

“This large-scale textile represents decades of both innovation and artistic expression for the Iowa 

State community. In the 1960s, the Iowa State Center project was conceived as a state-of-the-art 

group of visual and performing arts cultural facilities furthering the land-grant mission of a holistic 

education for students of all disciplines. Over 45 years later, the Iowa State Center and its partners 

continue to present world-class performances, exhibitions, and learning opportunities for the students 

of Iowa State University. Silver Code has become emblematic of this relationship between arts and 

academics.” – Lynette Pohlman, director, University Museums, Iowa State University. 
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MINNESOTA               
 

Minnesota History Center 

St. Paul MN Sights, Sounds and Soul: Twin Cities through the Lens of Charles Chamblis 

On view through January 4, 2015 

 
 

From family reunions to the nightclub scene, there is no one who documented the Twin Cities Black 
community like Charles Chamblis. Affectionately called “The Pictureman,” he had a passion for 
photography and a knack for being everywhere at the right time. View more than 60 images from the 
1970s and '80s, alongside artifacts including suits worn by Prince and Jellybean Johnson in the movie 
Purple Rain. 

View more Charles Chamblis' photos in our collections.  

 
 
The Goldstein Museum of Design - 364 McNeal Hall, 1985 Buford, St. Paul, MN 

HGA Gallery, Rapson Hall, Minneapolis Campus  
 

EVENT: REVEL: Apparel Design Fashion Show Exhibition 
HGA Gallery, Rapson Hall, Minneapolis Campus 
January 14 - April 26, 2015 

 

http://www.minnesotahistorycenter.org/
http://greatriversnetwork.org/index.php?brand=cms&q=I.368
http://goldstein.design.umn.edu/visit/rapson.html
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RELATED EVENT:  
REVEL: 47th Annual Apparel Design Fashion Show, February 7, 5:30 and 8:00 PM show times 
Details at fashionshow.design.umn.edu 

REVEL, the act of celebration and taking pride in one's actions, defines the upcoming Apparel Design 
senior showcase. Thirteen young designers will be presenting their capsule collections as a summary 
of their degree at the College of Design. Each collection is unique and specific to each designer's 
aesthetic, ranging in avenues such as menswear, bridal, evening wear, ready to wear, and couture. 
Even with a variety of perspectives, the students felt their work was something they took great 
devotion and pride in.  

 
“The subject of this exhibition is the inspiration for each designer’s senior collection—
communicating the story behind each designer’s collection to the public. The designers involved are 
in their fourth year in the apparel design program at the University of Minnesota. They come from 
various backgrounds, but have the same goal of creating a collection of apparel items that showcase 
their viewpoint as a designer” --Bridget Erl (communications Senior Fashion Show committee). 

We invite you to attend this year's Apparel Design fashion show, view exhibition, and REVEL in the 
designs, as their creators have. 
Work featured in this exhibition and the corresponding REVEL fashion show are presented by the 
University of Minnesota College of Design Apparel Design Program and the graduating apparel 
design students—Class of 2014. 

 
Funding for this exhibition provided by the Rapson Hall Exhibitions Fund with support from Judy 
Dayton, Goldstein Museum of Design (GMD), and the College of Design. GMD programs are funded 
in part by the Minnesota State Arts Board through an appropriation from the Minnesota State 
Legislature and a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts. 

Contact:  

 Name: Goldstein Museum of Design 
 E-mail: gmd@umn.edu 
 Phone: 612-624-7434 
 Sponsored by: College of Design, Goldstein Museum of Design 

More information: http://goldstein.design.umn.edu/ 

 

 
 
 
 

http://fashionshow.design.umn.edu/
mailto:gmd@umn.edu
http://goldstein.design.umn.edu/
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Gallery 241, McNeal Hall, Saint Paul Campus 
http://goldstein.design.umn.edu/exhibitions/upcoming/ 

 

Alexey Brodovitch: Art Director -  May 29 - September 20 2015 

 

 

 

 

 Alexey Brodovitch: Art Director celebrates the life and work of one of the most preeminent designers 

of the last century. Best known for his nearly quarter-century tenure at Harper’s Bazaar(1934-

1958), Brodovitch ushered in many of the Modernist innovations that shape what we think of today 

as contemporary magazine design. His lasting and far-reaching influence is seen throughout graphic 

design, advertising, photography, and design education. This exhibition illustrates Brodovitch's oeuvre 

as an art director and graphic designer through artifacts from the Goldstein Museum of Design and 

University Libraries collections; highlights include rare copies of Brodovitch's magazines, books, and 

design journals such as the short-lived but revolutionary Portfolio (1950-51). 

 

 

 

http://goldstein.design.umn.edu/visit/mcneal.html
http://goldstein.design.umn.edu/exhibitions/upcoming/
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MISSOURI               
 
Costume Museum & Research Library, Stephens College, Columbia, MO 
Historic Costume Gallery, mezzanine floor of Lela Raney Wood Hall, 6 N. College Ave.  
 
 

Her Story…McCardell, Carnegie & Lucille – Opened September 18, 2014 
 

 
 

The latest exhibit tells “Her Story” and features pieces from female designers such as Clair McCardell, 
Hattie Carnegie and Lucille that have not been previously displayed. Read more here.  

 

NEBRASKA               
 

The Robert Hillestad Textiles Gallery, University of Nebraska – Lincoln  
http://textilegallery.unl.edu 

Unraveling: Camille Hawbaker, M.F.A.November 17, 2014 to January 30, 2015 

 

http://www.sc-scene.com/2014/08/exhibit-tells-her-story-showcases.html
http://textilegallery.unl.edu/
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Congratulations to Camille Hawbaker for the very positive review in the Journal Star this weekend by 

L. Kent Wolgamott claiming "Unraveling" is, simply, one of the best Lincoln exhibitions of 2014. Read 

L. Kent Wolgamott's review here.  

An exhibition of mixed media work by Lincoln artist Camille Hawbaker entitled “Unraveling” opens on 
November 17, 2014 and continues through January 30, 2015 in the Robert Hillestad Textiles Gallery 
on the University of Nebraska’s east campus.  The public is invited to a free reception honoring the 
artist on Friday, January 16, 2015 from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. at the gallery. 

Camille Hawbaker is a visiting faculty member in the Department of Textiles, Merchandising & 
Fashion Design for the 2014-15 Academic Year.  Ms. Hawbaker earned her M.F.A. in 2014 from the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln's distinguished printmaking program, under the direction of Karen 
Kunc and Francisco Souto. Hawbaker combines her knowledge of etching, drawing, and textile design 
techniques to create dynamic and meditative works in paper and fiber.  Through expressive line work 
in thread and ink, she builds a vocabulary of organic forms which speak of the duality between 
structure and chaos, creation and destruction, intuition and deduction - resulting in what the artist 
describes as "reflections of inherent principles of design governed by natural growth." 

 
OHIO                
 

Cincinnati Art Museum – 953 Eden Park Drive Cincinnati, Ohio 
 

The Total Look: The Creative Collaboration Between Rudi Gernreich, Peggy Moffitt and 
William Claxton February 28, 2015 to May 24, 2015 

 

Image: 

Peggy Moffit in Rudi Gernreich Rouault Swimsuit (1971); William Claxton, LLC, courtesy of Demont Photo Management, with 
permission of the Rudi Gernreich trademark 

 

http://journalstar.com/entertainment/visual-art/l-kent-wolgamott-camille-hawbaker-s-unraveling-one-of-best/article_9e043935-f0a1-541d-92a0-52f97e02dd0e.html#.VHrEpPaCCds.email
http://journalstar.com/entertainment/visual-art/l-kent-wolgamott-camille-hawbaker-s-unraveling-one-of-best/article_9e043935-f0a1-541d-92a0-52f97e02dd0e.html#.VHrEpPaCCds.email
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Known by most for designing the topless bathing suit in 1964, Rudi Gernreich was one of the most 
original and prophetic fashion designers of the twentieth century. His minimalist knit garments, 
executed in psychedelic colors and geometric patterns, are visually striking. But Gernreich’s clothes 
were more than fashion. They were intended to free women’s bodies. All the garments in the 
exhibition are on loan from Peggy Moffitt, the designer’s primary model and muse. The exhibition 
includes photographs of Moffitt in Gernreich’s designs and the first fashion video.   

 
Kent State University Museum – Kent, Ohio 

FASHION TIMELINE- June 29, 2012 - June 28, 2015 
 

 
 

Kent State University Museum – Kent, Ohio 
http://www.kent.edu/museum/exhibits/exhibitdetail.cfm?customel_datapageid_2203427=3134506 
 
The “Fashion Timeline” showcases the Kent State University Museum’s world-class collection of 
historic fashions. Encompassing two centuries of fashion history, this exhibition is designed to show 
the evolution of styles and silhouettes while contextualizing the pieces with relevant political, 
technological and cultural developments. 
Click here to see the virtual timeline that accompanies the exhibit. 

 

http://www.kent.edu/museum/exhibits/exhibitdetail.cfm?customel_datapageid_2203427=3134506
javascript:HandleLink('cpe_0_0','CPNEWWIN:NewWindow%5etop=10,left=10,width=500,height=400,toolbar=1,location=1,directories=0,status=1,menubar=1,scrollbars=1,resizable=1@http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/36164/Fashion-Timeline/#vars!date=1754-01-01_04:54:22!');
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Kent State University Museum – Kent, Ohio 
HTTP://WWW2.KENT.EDU/MUSEUM/EXHIBITS/EXHIBITDETAIL.CFM?CUSTOMEL_DATAPAGEID_22034
27=3842335 

American Jewelry Design Council: Variations on a Theme: 25 Years of Design 

October 24, 2014 - April 26, 2015 

 

The most compelling work of the American Jewelry Design Council (AJDC) is their annual design 
project, which began in 1996. Each year the distinguished group chooses a design theme for which 
members create one-of-kind pieces. The themes are chosen with considerable care to inspire many 
meanings, and the projects are meant to stimulate both the artist and the viewer to think beyond 
common limits and regard the jeweler’s creation beside other works of art as an object of 
contemplation. The project originally began with the intention of auctioning off the pieces to fund 
AJDC projects however it was ultimately decided to keep the pieces with the intent to exhibit 
them.  The resulting archive is spectacular, with works of master craftsmanship in precious and non-
precious materials by America’s most influential jewelry designers. All works in the exhibition have 
been selected from this remarkable archive 
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Kent State University Museum – Kent, Ohio 
http://www2.kent.edu/museum/exhibits/exhibitdetail.cfm?customel_datapageid_2203427=3650988 

 

The Great War: Women and Fashion in a World at War July 24, 2014 - July 5, 2015 

 
 

From 1914 until 1918, the world faced war on a scale never before seen. In addition to the loss of 
millions of lives, this period saw tremendous technological, social and political upheaval. These 
profound changes led to a transformation in the way women dressed. Increasingly called to work and 
contribute in numerous ways to the war effort, women made great strides towards equality. The 
war’s impact reached far beyond men in the trenches to effect women both at home and in the 
workforce. Women directly served the war effort not just as nurses, but also in roles that had 
previously been reserved for men including service in the Navy and Marines. Immediately following 
the war, women in the United States and Canada as well as in several European countries received 
the right to vote. This exhibition explores how the roles for women changed during and in the 
immediate aftermath of World War I through a careful look at how they dressed. 

While many of women’s inroads into the workforce were quickly reversed once the war ended, the 
fundamental changes in how women dressed endured. This exhibition looks at how women’s fashions 
changed in response to these shifting roles. Women adopted shorter skirts and a looser, less confining 
silhouette. Gone were the cumbersome petticoats and rigid whalebone corsets and in their place 
were slim, clean lines and serviceable suits. 
 
The exhibition is organized into sections focusing on women at work, at play, and at home. A selection 
of propaganda posters along with contemporary fashion plates will be displayed alongside actual 
garments from the period. The nearly 30 ensembles include not just fashionable day and evening 
wear, but working clothes including a naval uniform and nursing uniform, as well as athletic clothing 
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and bathing suits. A selection of undergarments and accessories such as hats and shoes further 
illustrates the changes in silhouettes. 

The videos from this exhibition can be found on the Kent State University Museum's YouTube playlist. 

 
 
 
Massillon Museum - 121 Lincoln Way East, Massillon OH  
http://www.massillonmuseum.org/current-exhibits 

Massillon & The War of the Rebellion: Women in the War 
On exhibit October 4, 2014 - May 24, 2015 

 

In conjunction with the 150th anniversary of the American Civil War, the Massillon Museum presents 
various exhibits about Massillon during the 1860s, at home and abroad. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLsK7w61v0QTLxDKWwpom0c0sNDj6jexPp
http://www.massillonmuseum.org/current-exhibits
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Ohio State University Historic Costume and Textiles Collection – 175 Campbell Hall 1787 Neil 
Avenue, Columbus, OH 
http://costume.osu.edu/ 
 

And The Bride Wore… - January 22-May 9, 2015 
 

 
 
 
 

And The Bride Wore… is the title of our next exhibition offering, opening September 17th with a 

Friends preview, of course. The exhibition will have two installations, one during Fall semester, and 

the second in Spring semester so we can maximize the number of dresses to display in our upper 

gallery space. 

The exhibition is organized around several themes, instead of being a strict timeline of wedding gown 

fashions, but will still feature dresses from the 1880s through the end of the 20th century and possibly 

into the 21st. All have interesting stories which accompany them. The themes include, “Something 

Old” and “Something New” which are pretty self-explanatory, “Something Borrowed”—a dress 

borrowed or re-cycled from a previous bride, “Something Blue”—a non-white wedding gown, 

“Generations”—more than one generation of brides in a family, “War Brides”—dresses worn around 

various war times, and “Local Interest”—dresses with stories and connections local to Columbus and 

Ohio. Each installation will feature 15-16 gowns and all thematic areas. 

The gowns featured in the first installment, as well as other wedding gowns, can be viewed online on 

our website Fashion2Fiber 

 
 
 

http://costume.osu.edu/
https://fashion2fiber.osu.edu/Wedding_Dresses_1
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History Center in University Circle - 10825 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 
http://www.wrhs.org/explore/exhibits/in-grand-style/ 
 

In Grand Style 

Opened November 8, 2014 in the Chisholm Halle Costume Wing 
 

   
 

 
In the decades following the Civil War, Cleveland was one of the great American cities. The city’s 
wealthy residents lived in high style, much like their peers in New York City. This lifestyle included 
extravagant entertainment and elaborate social engagements, all of which required a suitable 
wardrobe. In Grand Style, the newest exhibit at the WRHS History Center, features historic garments 
and accessories that provide a window into the world of privileged Cleveland. 
 
 
ONTARIO               
 
Bata Shoe Museum - 327 Bloor Street West Toronto ON CANADA 
http://www.batashoemuseum.ca/exhibitions/beauty_identity_pride/index.shtml 
 

Beauty, Identity, Pride: Native North American Footwear - Semi-permanent exhibition 

 

http://www.wrhs.org/explore/exhibits/in-grand-style/
http://www.batashoemuseum.ca/exhibitions/beauty_identity_pride/index.shtml
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Created by Indigenous peoples from diverse regions of North America, ninety pairs of shoes, boots 
and moccasins will showcase exquisite craftsmanship, regional patterns, and beautiful decoration. 
The exhibition features rarely seen artifacts chosen entirely from the Bata Shoe Museum's foremost 
and comprehensive collection of Native footwear.  
 
 
Royal Ontario Museum - 100 Queen's Park Toronto, Ontario 
http://www.rom.on.ca/en/exhibitions-galleries/exhibitions/fashion-follows-form  

Fashion Follows Form - Open June 21, 2014 to January 25, 2015 
Patricia Harris Gallery of Textiles & Costume, Level 4 

 

 
 

Fashion Follows Form: Designs for Sitting invites you to think critically about the relationship between 
function and fashion in our daily lives. The history of western fashion is a sequence of changing 
shapes that often favours form over function and comfort. IZAdaptive (2009-present), by Canadian 
designer Izzy Camilleri, is a revolutionary line of fashionable and functional clothing for the growing 
demographic of men and women who use wheelchairs. The exhibit contextualizes these innovative 
garments within Camilleri’s oeuvre and historical 18th-19th century fashions also designed for a 
seated, L-shaped frame. 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.izadaptive.com/
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Cairo Under Wraps: Early Islamic Textiles- Open June 21, 2014 to January 25, 2015 
Patricia Harris Gallery of Textiles & Costume, Level 4 

 

 
 

http://www.rom.on.ca/en/exhibitions-galleries/exhibitions/cairo-under-wraps-early-islamic-
textiles 
 

Almost 80 precious Early Islamic textiles dating from the 7th to 14th centuries – including rare 
examples of clothing – are featured in this original exhibition of ROM material. The decoration on 
these textiles mainly consists of Arabic inscriptions, often invoking Allah and naming the ruler. Many 
of these items were intended for the royal household. Some of the earliest pieces were collected by 
C.T. Currelly, the founding director of the Royal Ontario Museum, and are thus especially appropriate 
to show in our centennial year. Complementary material in other media (ceramics, glass, metalwork, 
coins, etc.) has been selected from the ROM’s collection of Islamic art. The exhibition shares the 
Patricia Harris Gallery of Textiles & Costume with Fashion Follows Form. 

More textiles from this collection are on display at the Aga Khan Museum, opening September 12, 
2014. 

 

http://www.rom.on.ca/en/exhibitions-galleries/galleries/world-cultures/patricia-harris-gallery-textiles-costume
http://www.rom.on.ca/en/exhibitions-galleries/exhibitions/fashion-follows-form
https://www.agakhanmuseum.org/

